Precision of quantitative ultrasound measurement of the heel bone and effects of ambient temperature on the parameters.
The goal of this study was to determine the magnitude of measurement error of a quantitative ultrasound (QUS) measurement system of the heel bone in a practical setting and to examine the effects of ambient temperature in the test room on QUS parameters. We assessed the intratest, intertest and interdevice coefficients of variation (CVs) for speed of sound (SOS), broadband ultrasound attenuation (BUA) and stiffness in vitro using phantoms and in vivo using volunteers. The intratest CV was the smallest and the interdevice CV was the greatest for every QUS parameter. The intertest CVs in vivo were 0.50% for SOS, 2.53% for BUA and 4.38% for stiffness. The standardized precision error (sPE) of stiffness, however, was smaller than those of the other two parameters. The intertest sPEs in vivo of the QUS parameters were 2-3 times greater than that of the spine bone mineral density (BMD) as measured by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA). Using an average of duplicate measurements for the representative value of a subject could improve sPE of the QUS parameters to around 2 times greater than that of spine BMD. We examined five phantoms each with the QUS system under the ambient temperature conditions of 10, 20 and 30 degrees C. The lower the room temperature, the greater the values of all the QUS parameters obtained. We then assessed the effect of the season on the QUS parameters in healthy five women. SOS and stiffness were significantly greater in February (room temperature, 12.6 degrees C) than in June (22.4 degrees C) by 0.74% and 3.2% of overall means, respectively, by 10.1% and 4.3% as a standardized difference, or by 0.422 and 0.214 in Z-scores. This difference was likely to be caused by the difference in heel temperature between the seasons. The precision of the QUS system was inferior to that of conventional DXA densitometry. We recommend that institutions using several QUS system devices throughout the year at various locations monitor the precision of each device, make duplicate measurements for a single subject, use the same device for each patient being followed, and control the heel temperature of subjects by keeping the test room temperature constant throughout the year.